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ABOUT THE COMPANY

an award winning company

incorporated in the year 2009

with an objective to create a strong and a positive impact in the field of green and
renewable energy. Offering complete turnkey based solution provider in the field of
RENEWABLE ENERGY, POWER AND TELECOM SECTOR, the company is ISO
9001 : 20015 Certified

Our group of companies are engaged into design, manufacturing, supplying, installation, testing &
commissioning of various type of Product & Services for Electrical substation/switchyard, Power transmission
& distribution, EPC for all Renewal Energy project, Electrical panels, HT /LT Electrical power cables &
conductors, Govt. approved electrical contractor for 66KV class, all electrical installation work.
SCPL was awarded the “The Best Brand” for year 2018 in Solar Energy at recently held function here in
Ahmedabad. It was awarded by the honorable Energy minister of Gujarat.
This is recognition is a reflection of the quality of work that SCPL has done over the years, and that the
“value of brand” creation is to maintain the quality along with quantity of business done with varied clients and
markets over the years and consistently.
We at SCPL take this as a responsibility, as look forward to achieving even greater heights in the near future.
With this objective in mind, Sai Cab Pvt Ltd (SCPL), has great plans for the years to come. Not only it holds a
complete gamut of products and services which can deliver 360 degree solutions to its clients, but also intends
to create business distributors and dealers across the country and internationally to grow its reach. Needless
to say, it augurs well for the industry as a whole, as it would create more business and
employment opportunities for a community at large.

Our Services
An ISO 9001:2015 quality certified company, valid in the field of Design, Manufacturing, Supplying,
Installation, Testing and commissioning of various types of products and services in the field of power and
telecom sector
SERVICES WE OFFER
• All types of renewable energy projects: Solar, Wind, Hydro, MSW. Right from procuring, designing,
allocating and executing. This along with annual maintenance services.
• Solutions of renewable purchase obligations.
• Preparation of all legal and ofﬁcial drafts and agreements, such as tendering for government projects,
purchase and legal agreements, technical and commercial DPR etc.
• Compliance audit of renewable power, procurement of the distribution licensees, captive generator,
open access users etc. on annual basis.
• Service in preparation of renewable energy project accreditation, validation norms to be prescribed by
the state & central governments, electricity regulatory commission, nodal agency for RE developer and
other work related to renewable energy certification and verification for the same.
• Distribution and EPC framework for Solar energy continues to be our major focus. The extensive
experience in the field of electronics, electrical supplies, transformers, power transmission and
distribution comes to the fore and works as a competitive advantage for us.

TYPES OF EPC SERVICES
Preface
India has emerged as the world’s number one, along with United states in annual solar power generation.
Solar energy is a form of energy which is widely available in abundance and has many different usages. Energy
provided by the sun in 1 hour, if measured is equivalent to the energy consumed on earth in one whole year.
And for this reason, there is ample opportunity to work and use this energy in comparison to any other form.
Solar cells are the devices that take the sunlight energy as an input and convert it into electrical energy.
Different types of solar energy creation and distribution services available at SCPL:

ON GRID
SOLUTIONS

OFF GRID
SOLUTIONS

HYBRID
SOLUTIONS

SOLAR PUMP
SOLUTIONS

TYPES OF SOLAR BUSINESS VERTICLES
On Grid Solutions

Residential Rooftop Solutions

Industrial Rooftop Solutions

On grid are Solar Pv Systems that only generate power,
when the utility power grid is available. They must connect
to the grid to function. They can send excess power
generated back to the grid when system is over producing,
so you credit it for later use. These are the simplest and the
most cost effective to install.

There are many industrial entities like mills, warehouses,
manufacturers; processors, etc. are the largest consumers of
power in India. Moreover, due to uneven implementation of
open access policies in many states, industry owners in India
do not enjoy the possibility of choosing their electric utility so
as to cut down their large electricity bills. High electricity bills
in respective states can make a business lose competitiveness in production costs. The whole system is composed of
PV modules, solar inverter, smart controller, solar mounting
structure and an online monitoring system. Since you are
using the sun’s rays, it actually means that you are not
exhausting any of the non-renewable sources of energy.

They are broadly categorized in two sectors: 1. Residential
2. Social, 3. Commercial. Residential rooftop solution. We
offer expertise in installations of a wide range of tailor made
solutions for Solar Rooftop On Grid for Residential sectors,
We are empanelled with various state nodel agencies for
Subsidy. Solar Park for captive and third party sale.
One can generate its own power on site and enjoy the
benefits of sustainable and reliable power with no major
recurring costs and minimum maintenance. Businesses
can also avail of subsidy & accelerated depreciation
benefits, which reduce their carbon footprint and helps to
maintain towards a greener planet for future generations to
come. We are providing the customized rooftop solutions
to meet specific requirements and offer an independent
power source for commercial and residential consumers.

Off Grid Solutions
Off- grid solar energy systems convert sunlight into
electricity without connecting to the local utility grids. They
are ideal for areas without public grid access. In some
case, off grid solar energy systems include storage
solutions such as batteries or flywheel energy storage,
which allow excess electricity to be saved for the future
use. The main components of off grid systems include solar
panels, con-inverters and batteries. An off grid solar energy
system can be used as a mobile or a backup power supply
for homes, medical clinics, telecommunication stations,
meteorological stations and forest fire stations, especially
those located in the areas without public utility grids, such
as a remote islands and mountainous regions. In the cases,
off grid solar energy systems replace conventional power
generation solutions such as diesel generators.

HOW IT WORKS
Solar Panels Convert the solar energy into DC electricity
Charge Controller: Regulates the charge of solar electricity
into the batteries
Deep cycle Batteries: Sores solar electricity for later use
Inverter/Charger: Convert DC electricity into AC electricity
same quality as the utility electricity and regulates the AC
charge to the batteries from the utility ot generator source
Loads: Powered by solar energy

Residential solar solution:
An off-grid solar system is
designed for the power needs of
mid-to-large size homes. Unlike a
grid-tie solar system, off-grid
systems have no connection with
the utility grid, and must make all
the electricity necessary for your
home. Off-grid solar systems
operate from the stored energy in
a battery bank. Solar panels are
used to keep the battery bank
charged. Your off-grid solar
system has to be sized properly
to support your daily power
needs and replace the stored
energy pulled from the battery
bank.
Industrial solar solutions

Agriculture Solar solution:

Industrial solar power systems primarily provide
electricity to remote areas where conventional power is
too costly or difficult to reach. The systems can be skid
mounted, roof mounted, pole mounted, trailer mounted, or
assembled with industrial quality walk-in shelters. We
provide end-to-end solar solutions to industries.

Sai Cab tech Solar Solutions for agriculture includes
understanding the nature of water requirement, the type of
irrigation employed and the depth of water availability.
Based on these, the type of pump, the controller capacity
and the solar module capacity required can be worked
out. The structures can be made either stand alone or
tracking based on the site conditions

Industries can cut down their Grid power consumption
and save a huge sum of money by using solar generated
power. If you operate a remote facility off the grid, or
require an uninterruptible power supply for utility
connected equipment, then a reliable autonomous power
system and expert technical support is a necessity.

Solar Pumps Solutions
Being a well admired firm involved in offering a wide assortment of Solar Pump Solutions. This system is an electrically
driven pumping system, electricity produced by the sunlight energizing photovoltaic (Solar) modules.
Our offered system is perfect to use in a wide range of water applications or agricultural industry for Irrigation mainly “Drip
Irrigation” livestock watering to remote home or village water supply, agriculture, industrial water pumping.

These Solar Operated Water Pumps, AC Solar Irrigation Pump are well suited under low maintenance and proven
technology to meet water pumping needs using Solar Energy. We manufacture this system from supreme quality
components in adherence to up to date technology.
Owing to its easy maintenance and optimum functionality, the offered system is much-admired by our valuable clients.
Our quality controllers strictly test this system on different parameters. Apart from this, we supply this pumping
solution in customized options at nominal rates.

PERFORMANCE is the KEY to quality business relationships
First industrial project of 193 kWP done at Gandhidham Gujarat,
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OUR NETWORK

SCPL is empowered to offer its services across the country and even internationally.
Talking about India, we are empanelled with all Nodal government agencies.
Both central and various state models wherever applicable.

PEDA Punjab
Uttarakhand

New Delhi
Haryana
Rajasthan

UPNEDA
Uttar Pradesh

JREDA Jharkhand

GEDA Gujarat
Madhyapradesh

Chhatisgarh

West Bengal

MEDA
Maharashtra

Telangana

Karnatak

International Presence
Tamilnadu

Pan India
Empanelled for Subsidy
IOCL Empanelments

We are empanelled and
awarded as channel partners
for system integrator
under Grid Connected
Rooftop and Solar Power
Plants Program by

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Ministry of New and Renewable Energy (MNRE) Govt. of India.
Gujarat Energy Development Agency (GEDA)
Jharkhand Renewable Energy Development Agency(JERDA)
Punjab Energy Development Agency(PEDA)
UP Renewable Energy Development Agency (UPNEDA)
Maharashtra Energy Development Agency (MEDA)
INDIAN OIL CORPORATION (IOCL) and many more. under Grid
Connected Rooftop and Solar Power Plants Program.

We are Govt. Approved Electrical Contractor for GUJARAT ENERGY TRANSMISSION CORPORATION LTD (GETCO),
GUJARAT URJA VIKAS NIGAM LIMITED (GUVNL) for all electrical work and Substation up to 66 KV class

TEAM
We leverage the unique skills, dynamic professionalism and rich individual experiences of our core group of Technocrat
Promoters as well as those of our trained and committed experience staff. We are committed to capacity building,
learning, as well as acquiring and nurturing the best talent.
Our emphasis is on providing customized solution with quality, timely delivery and after sales services as and when
required as per customer needs. We operate throughout India and creating our presence globally by delivering
superior results consistently.

Mr.Prakash Soni,
Chairman and Managing Director

SAI CABTECH P. LIMITED founded by Mr. Prakash Soni, a Technocrat holding a first class Bachelor of Engineering with
Master in Business Administration. He brings with him over more than two decades of experience into Designing,
Research and Development, and Manufacturing of customized product and cost effective solutions in the field of power
and telecom sector.
Possessing sound technical knowledge, Mr. Soni along with his team of experienced engineers, initiated focusing on
imparting in-depth knowledge with the industries involving them in designing of Power, Telecommunication and
Electrical System as per their specific requirements.
This earned him recognition, acceptance and ample response from the industries that resulted in various opportunities
to work with the industry’s majors. Under his expert guidance, Sai Cab Tech P. Limited today are reckoned amongst
leading solution provider to the Solar Panel Installation, Solar Power Installers most complex requirement of various
areas globally.

Managing
director
and
Chairman

Business
Head
Marketing

Business
Head
Finance &
Compliance

Lead generation and
Distribution, dealer network

Legal and compliance

Tendering and business
development

Financial planning
Accounting

Vision:
Values:
Mission:

Business
Head,
Procurement
and R&D

Purchase and liasing,
Project execution,
Onsite team

Research and New Product
Development

To emerge as the most capable and globally preferred
system partner by providing cutting edge turnkey solutions
in the field of Electrical Power and Telecom Sector through
continuous innovation, team spirit and strong technical
partnerships.

Integrity / Accountability / Transparency

To be amongst the most admired solar power
generation & distribution companies in the country
by 2022.

“the opportunity is
as big as the SUN itself”
Become our distributor and dealership partners

Residential

Commercial

Industrial

Healthcare

Government
& Semi Govt.

Agriculture

GREEN ECONOMY
Increasing demand and increasing cost have shifted focus of consumers to
cost effective and efficient Solar Rooftop systems in both Residential and
Industrial Sector.
• Increasing awareness towards an environment- friendly energy.
• Continuous improvement in technology and efﬁciency of Solar Systems.
• Support and promotion by Govt. of India by way of 30% subsidy*/
depreciation benefits to the end-user.
• A trend of reduction in cost of systems components like PV modules.
• Unlimited potential to harness Solar energy in India.
As our channel & business partner, you get a great opportunity to partner
and work in the solar industry. Considered as one of the fastest growing,
the solar industry as whole has a lot of potential to make a very successful
business.
If you have a good network of clientele, goodwill from your previous
business to carry it forward and suitably financially planned, we at SCPL
can offer a strong arm to make a very lucrative business for you.
We will offer you the requisite product , technical and financial training for
you to offer services for solar distribution on the behalf of the company.

Education

SUPPORT TO GROW YOUR BUSINESS
As our channel & business partner, you get a great opportunity to partner and work in the solar industry. Considered as one
of the fastest growing, the solar industry as whole has a lot of potential to make a very successful business. If you have a
good network of clientele, goodwill from your previous business to carry it forward and suitably financially planned, we at
SCPL can offer a strong arm to make a very lucrative business for you.
We will offer you the requisite product, technical and financial training for you to offer services for solar distribution on the
behalf of the company.

Training and Basic Understanding of the product(s) and the serivce(s):

How to show the benefits to the end consumer in terms of:
1) Subsidies 2) Depreciation 3) Curbing power transmission
4) ROI in investment made 5) Government regulations

Site & Plant visits to understand the basic
nuances of the business

FOR DEALERS and
DISTRIBUTORS

How to prospect a customer

After sales support

MARKET:
Anywhere and everywhere in India

There are two broad channels
1. Distributor partner : As distributor partner you get a chance to own a part of the business. Its like partnering for

per client basis. Needless to say, the returns on investments can be higher here. As a company we would expect you to
have your own on ground team to execute the order apart from liaising with us on the orders being received. There would
be requirement of capital investment on project to project basis as well. SCPL would be providing with all the technical
and execution guidance (Supervision) also invest in CAPEX as and when required.
You would also have the power and responsibility to grow the network, by appointing dealers under your company.
These dealers can then create leads and pass it onto you and us for a joint execution strategy.
2. Dealership partner : As a dealer, you would required to source and generate business , clients for the company.
Necessary training on products, technicalities and financial structuring would and can be provided to you. In this
structure, the entire investment on CAPEX and execution would be done by the company and therefore the percentage
of revenues would be though significant, but comparatively lessor than the distributor partner.
In both the partnership models, the opportunities are immense and we at SCPL would ensure complete and efficient
support on deliverables as planned.

We promiseto deliver, we deliver on our promise
1. Will ensure minimized cost in implementation of the project
2. Will study the infrastructural requirements correctly and offer best of solutions accordingly.
3. Will ensure the quality of panels, ancillaries are of the highest quality which offers long term durability
and maximum possible power output.
4. Low on maintenance and efficiency of “after sales service” will be our priority.
5. Ensuring the subsides offered by the government is passed on to you correctly and on time
6. Other legal formalities which needs to be catered to will be done so by our team to ensure that minimum
time of yours is required.

SAI CAB TECH is a
“ONE STOP Solution”
provider for all
your solar needs.
Right from implementing the
project, to clearing the legal
formalities, to ensure maximum
power output is achieved with
minimum losses & finally ensuring
that there are no or minimalistic
maintenance required.

OVER 1000 +
PROJECTS EXECUTED
SUCCESSFULLY
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